31' Rear Bath Twin Model
Features a center bedroom area with fixed twin beds. Side pull out lounge and swivel chair are optional.

31' Rear Bath Double Model
Features a center bedroom with a pull out lounge and vanity/wardrobe. Front pull out lounge is standard.

31' Center Bath Twin Model
Features a spacious rear bedroom with fixed twin beds and night stand. Side pull out lounge and swivel chair are optional.

31' Center Bath Double Model
Features a spacious rear bedroom with a fixed double bed and night stand. Front pull out lounge is standard.
27" Twin Bed Model
Features fixed twin beds and a spacious rear bath. Front lounge is standard.

27" Double Bed Model
Features a spacious rear bath and pull out double Bed/Lounge in the bedroom. Front lounge is standard.

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior Width: 27', 31' .......... 95\%"  
Exterior Height:  
(With A/C) 27', 31' .......... 9'7\%"  
Interior Height:  
(With A/C) 27', 31' .......... 75\%"  
Hitch Ball Weight: 27', 31' .......... 18\%"  
Overall Length: 31' .......... 30'10"  
27' .......... 27'4"

Weight:  
(Factory Weight/Hitch Weight)  
31'A/B .......... 5550/725  
31'T/D .......... 5500/720  
27' .......... 4980/700  
Tire Size: 27', 31' .......... 7-00-15  
Battery: 105 Amps Standard  
AC Output 27', 31' .......... 13,500 BTU  
*Without options or variable weights

NOTE: If and when new material and production techniques are developed which can improve the quality of the product or if material substitutions are necessary due to availability, Airstream reserves the right to make such changes.